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1. Introduction

Motion-based object reconstruction is an interesting and challenging

research area of computer vision. This area has rapidly progressed for

the past 20 years. However, this does not effect that every problem

has become solved. To the contrary, a lot of new problem to be solved

are found by applying the methods published in the computer vision

comunity’s forums.

The results of object reconstruction are used in a lot of real applica-

tion, but their speed, accuracy and automation level can be significally

adjusted.

One of the most important application area of 3D computer vision is

the robot vision, because the presence of the third dimension gives

more information to the reconstruction methods. Another important

applicaton is entertaining industry, especially film industry: since the

millenium, a lot of world famous movie contains effects which use

the results of the published reconstruction methods. The proposed

methods are used from survaillance industry to the motorway patrol

as well.

The researcher who want to develop reconstruction method has to

have knowledge in the following topics: mathematics (optimization

methods), optics (projections, lenses), digital image processing and

computer graphics.

The main goal of my research work was to develop a modular reconst-

ruction system with the help of my colleagues and university graduate

students. This goal has been reached.
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The developed system is visualised as follows.
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Due to modularity, the system is under continuous development, com-

ponents can be replaced by new ones. In my hteses, the proposed

methods can be inserted into this sytem (except the algoritmhs pro-

posed in the last thesis).

Structure of the dissertation

My dissertation can be divided into two main parts: in the first part,

I deal with the reconstruction problem itself and with the geometry

of the projection models, while the novel scientific results are given in

the second part.
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The component of the developed reconstruction system is discussed in

Section 2 (after the introduction in Section 1). This section overviews

the most important publications in the field. Section 3 reviews three

projection model: perspective projection, weak-perspective projection

and orthography.

The theses are given in the second part of the dissertation: the first
one (Section 4) deals with the reconstruction of 3D points and 3D
camera motion. Segmentation algorithms are proposed in the second
thesis (Section 5), while Section 6 gives novel grouping algoritmhs of
articulated objects.
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2. Methodology

Factorization

The goal of the factorization is to compute the 3D coordinates of the

object to be reconstructed and the camera motion from the moving

feature points tracked in 2D images. The problem can written under

weak perspective as follows:

If P feauture points of a rigid, moving object are detected and tracked

over F frames, then the 2D coordinates of the pth point in the f th

frame can be written under orthography as follows:

xfp = Rfsp + tf , (1)

where Rf = [rf1, rf2]
T is the first two rows of an orthogonal matrix,

sp is the 3D coordinates of the point, tf is the 2D place of the 3D

origin in the image. If the weak perspective model is used insteaad of

orthography, the equation is modified as follows:

xfp = qfRfsp + tf , (2)

where qf is the scale factor of the weak-perspective camera model.

tf can be eliminated if the location of the 3D origo is known in 2D.

In order to simplify the problem, the origin should be selected as the

center of gravity of the 3D object. This simplification modifies the

projection equation as follows:
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xfp = qfRfsp. (3)

If all the points are considered, a matrix equation is obtained:

Wf
︸︷︷︸

2×P

= (xf1 . . . xfP ) = Mf
︸︷︷︸

2×3

· S
︸︷︷︸

3×P

(4)

where Mf called motion matrix, S = (s1, . . . , sP ) structure matrix.

Under orthography, Mf = Rf , while under weak-perspective Mf =

qfRf .

If all frames are considered, equation (4) is modified and the so-called

measurement matrix is expressed:

W
︸︷︷︸

2F×P

= M
︸︷︷︸

2F×3

· S
︸︷︷︸

3×P

, (5)

where W T = [W T
1 , W T

2 , . . . ,W T
F ] and MT = [MT

1 , MT
2 , . . . ,MT

F ].

If the origin is not eliminated, the factorization can be writen in the

following compact form:

W =
[

M t
]






S

1T




 . (6)

where vector t = [tT1 tT2 . . . tTF ]T contains the location of the origo in 2D.

The factorization task is to estimate structure matrix M and motion

matrix M from measurement matrix W .
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Tomasi-Kanade factorization

In order to compute 3D structure and camera motion, the Tomasi-

Kanade factorization method consists of two main substep : (1) rank

reduction is carried out by Singular Value Decomposition and affine

structure and motion matrices are obtained: W = MaffSaff where

Maff and Saff are affine structure and motion matrices, respectively.

In the computed subspace, a Q linear transformation should be calcu-

lated. Then the real structure and motion matrices are obtained:

W = MS (7)

where M = MaffQ and S = Q−1Saff .

It is proved that at least 3 frames are needed to carry out the weak-

perspective factorization.

Testing envirinment on sytnhesizes data

My novel methods proposed in the theses were tested on synthesized

data which was generated on the same way. The 2D test coordinates

were generated as follows:

1. 3D coordinates of a rigid object were generated by Gaussian ran-

dom number generator. Its mean was zero and its deviation was

a parameter.

2. For each frame, 3 rotation angles were generated by a random

number generator as well. The 3D structure points were rotated

by the generated angles around the corresponding axes.
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3. Points were projected to the image planes by weak-perspective

projection model.

4. 2D Gaussian noise was added to the projected point. (2D noise

was generated a zero-mean Gaussian random number generator

as well.)

The algorithms proposed in the theses were run on the generated test

data. The results can be easily examined, because both the original

3D structure points and the camera motion are known.

Testing envirinment on real data

On real data, the first task is to detect corner points which are easy

to track. This task is solved by the widely used KLT corner detector.

A correlation-based tracker was used to match the feature points from

frame to frame. Tipically, until 5...10 frames a feature point can be

tracked.

Then the feature points are used as the input of the proposed methods.

Practically, the segmentation method proposed by the second thesis

should be applied first, because it can segment the moving feature

points of a moving and compact rigid objects.
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3. New scientific results

The new scientific results given by the dissertation are grouped into

three theses:

First thesis. Iterative improvement of the Tomasi-Kanade

factorization [2,3,8,16,17]

I proposed a new method which is the improvement of the widely

used Tomasi-Kanade factorization.

The proposed method is an iteration. The algorithm finishes its

run in finite time as it is proved in the dissertation.

Each cycle of the iteration consists of 3 steps:

S-step The S-step recomputes the 3D structure. The element of

the structure matrix can be arbitrary, therefore the compu-

tation can be carried out optimally by the so-called pseudo-

inverse operator, because the problem is linear.

S(k) = M (k−1)†W (8)

M-step The M-step recomputes the motion matrix which is com-

posed of the base vectors of the image planes. Under weak

perspective, these base vectors are written as functions of 4

parameters. The motion matrix computation is solved op-

timally, because the problem can be transformed to regist-

ration problem of two 3D pointset. This problem is already

solved except the scale parameter for which the optimal so-

lution is given in the appendix of the dissertation.
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Completion-step The completion step completes the measure-

ment matrix by inserting the third cordinates of the moving

objects’ feature points in all frames by estimating them from

the projection.

It is demonstrated on synthesized data that the improved method

serves better results than the original one. It is true especially

when the object to be reconstructed consists of a few point. The

improved method was tested on real data as well.

Second thesis. Segmentation of moving rigid objects under

weak-perspective [2,4,6,9,10]

I proposed novel methods which segment the feature points of

moving objects. These methods can separate the feature points

of a rigid object from outliers (badly tracked points) and from

feature points of other moving objects.

2.a. Outlier rejection by Monte-Carlo-type methods In

this subthesis, the Trajković-Kurata method was improved

which can separate the outliers from the dataset containing

the moving objects’ feature points.

Two improvement were proposed for two subproblems: (i) the

LMedS robust statistics was replaced to LTS (Least Trimmed

Squares) (ii) the usage of real motion matrix was proposed

instead of affine one. Improved methods serves better seg-

mentation performance. With the help of LTS statistics, the

methods can cope with more tha 50% percent of outliers.
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A novel RANSAC-based segmentation was also proposed

where RANSAC (RANdom SAmpling Consensus) is another

reliable robust statistics. Ransac-based method can work

with affine motion matrix as well as with real one.

The proposed methods were compared to the original one. It

was shown that the outlier-ratio can exceed 50% if the LTS or

RANSAC robust statistics are used. It is also demonstrated

that the proposed algorithms give better separation perfor-

mance than the original one.

The proposed algoritmhs are successfully carried out on real

sequences as well.

2.b. Region-based segmentation

I have proposed a novel, region-based 3D segmentation me-

thod. This method uses the outlier rejection method pro-

posed in thesis 2.a. The novel method can segment the mo-

ving feature points of a compact, rigid object. To my best

knowledge, this is the first region-based 3D segmentation al-

gorithm.

I proved that the reprojection error, which bases the proposed

segmentation algorithm is invariant to the ambiguity of the

factorization.

The proposed alhorithm is tested on real data and the results
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show that the segmentation works well in all test cases.

Third thesis. Reconstruction of articulated objects under

weak perspective [11,12,13,14,18]

I have proposed two novel methods which can decide whether

two rigid moving objects forms an articulated object. The first

method deals with two objects connected by a joint, while the

second one deals with the connection with an axis. The first

method gives an estimation to the position of the joint in both

2D and 3D.

3.a. Estimation of the joint. It is assumed that the motion

and structure matrices of the two rigid objects are computed

as follows.

W1 =
[

M1 t1

]






S1

1T
1




 , (9)

W2 =
[

M2 t2

]






S2

1T
2




 . (10)

The estimation of the joint is done by minimizing the fol-

lowing cost function:

J =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

W1 −
[

M1 t
]






S ′
1

1T
1






∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

2

F

+

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

W2 −
[

M2 t
]






S ′
2

1T
2






∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

2

F

.

(11)

The solution can be written by closed-form formula, because
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the problem is linear:






ô1

ô2




 = [M1| − M2]

†[t2 − t1], (12)

where o1 and o2 denotes the joint in 3D, while t1 és t2 is the

projections of the joint in 2D images.

3.b. Grouping of articulared objects connected by a joint.

The solution of the grouping problem is solved by the esti-

mation error of the joint given in thesis 3.a. as it can be

written as follows:

1

F
||M1d̂1 + t1 − M1d̂2 − t2||2. (13)

A threshold value should be given. This can be easily done,

because the threshold is given in pixels.

3.c. Grouping of articulared objects connected by an axis.

I transformed the grouping problem to the estimation of

caxial circles. Then, the following algorithm is proposed to

the coaxial circle fitting problem:

1. Parallel plane fitting to the given 3D points.

2. Extimation of the coaxial circles in the fitted planes.

The decision is done by a threshold value which should be

compared with the estimation error of the coaxial circles fit-

ting.

Every subthesis is tested on synthetic data as well as on real data.
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4. Applications

As it is mentiond in the introduction, the goal of my research work was

to develop a full reconstruction system. Every thesis in the dissertation

can be inserted into this system.

In this section two examples are shown which are contained by the

dissertation as well. The first one has been reconstructed using three

pictures taken from a human face as it is shown in the following:

The reconstruction is made by the weak-perspective algorithm pro-

posed in the first thesis.

The second example is done by full-perspective reconstruction. 80

picture were taken by rotating a cat (sculpt). The computed model is

triangulated and textured as it is visualized here:
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The system is not perfect. Its advantage is that every subtask has

been already solved. I plan to improve the system by inserting better

and better novel method. My future methods will be inserted into this

system as well.
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